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NCMH is a North Carolina 501C3 nonprofit educational archive for the 

documentation, preservation, and promotion of Modernist houses. Visit 

NCMH at www.ncmodernist.org. 
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Seriously, Texas, couldn't you have stolen the AC units from another house? 

 

A rare house by Louis Kahn is on the market 

in New Jersey.  As you'll see from the photos, it is in bad condition, which 

means the danger of teardown.  Spread the word and help find it a loving 

buyer.  Hat tip to Martha W. 

 

The destruction of Norm's in LA has been delayed, for now, but that's only 

temporary.  Here's what you can do next.  More news on Norm's.  Hat tip to 

Andrea Minton. 

 

The city of Beverly Hills CA increases its preservation work, up from, well, 

zero a few years ago. 

 

 

The first Eichler house built in 40 years with more to come.  Hat tip to 

Monique Lombardelli. 

 

Did you know that a Frank Lloyd Wright 

house in Virginia Beach is available on AirBnB?  And for a reasonable 

price.  Hat tip to Leslie Glascock. 
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Modernist Houses For 

Sale or Rent.  Keeping 

Modernist houses 

occupied is the best way 

to save them!  Check 

this exclusive statewide 

list. 
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A Modernist house in Durham scores a victory for all North Carolina 

consumers regarding material warranties.  Hat tip to Deb Christie. 

  

NCMH's online archive of AIA North Carolina magazines is almost complete, 

missing just three issues:  Fall 2003, Jan-Feb 1983, and Mar-Apr 1983. 

 

Dead Mod Walking 2015:  The old gal's still standing, but we don't know 

for how long.  Please help NCMH monitor for when Milton Small's masterful 

3515 Glenwood building, top photo, receives the demolition permit online 

here.  The site is approved for a three-story 72,963 square foot 

replacement, second photo. 
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Movie: The Vision of Paolo Soleri, Wednesday, February 4, 730pm, Full 

Frame Theatre, American Tobacco Complex, Durham. A documentary on the 

architect Paolo Soleri's unprecedented artistic quest. Soleri came to America 

in 1946 to mentor under Frank Lloyd Wright at Taliesin West, Arizona, and 

left to embark on a blazing original course of his own. The NCMH 

ModTriangle Architecture Movie Series is brought to you by Sarah Sonke of 

ModTriangle, specializing in Modernist real estate sales and auctions. 

Tonight's event sponsor is Kim Weiss of Blue Plate PR. $10 per person, 

Mod Squad members are free, subject to capacity, so get there 

early!  Details. 

 

 

 
Do you make purchases through 

Amazon? Consider using 

AmazonSmile to support NCMH. 

The AmazonSmile Foundation 

will donate .5% of the purchase 

price at check out.  You can even 

use your existing Amazon 

account! 
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NCMH connects hundreds of people within the Modernist-architecture-loving 

public through networking events called Thirst4Architecture (T4A).  These 

exciting, informal happy hours are free and open to the public.  We welcome 

Modernist homeowners, architects, artists, designers, realtors, engineers, 

contractors, property investors, building managers, materials and furniture 

dealers – or anyone with a huge crush on great architecture. The T4A series 

is powered by Emilie Huin / 501 Realty, specializing in Modernist houses 

in the Triangle. 
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Thursday, February 19, 6-8pm, The Ambiente Collection, 10700 World 

Trade Boulevard, Raleigh.  Visit Andre, Walter, and their huge showroom of 

Modernist furniture.  Directions.  Details. 

 

Thursday, March 5, 6-8pm, Eidolon Designs, 414 Dupont Circle, 

Raleigh.  Warm up with Mike and Ann and Sean and Ned for their annual 

sumptuous oyster roast.  Other foods will also be available.  Details. 
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